GreatHorn Cloud Email
Security Platform
Get Facts and Respond at the Speed of Deception
GreatHorn’s Cloud Email Security Platform changes the way you manage risk for your
organization, layering sophisticated detection of polymorphic phishing threats with user
engagement and integrated incident response, allowing your organization to address
advanced threats at the moment risk enters your environment.

Built on the Cloud,
For the Cloud

End User Education at the
Moment of Risk

Comprehensive Facts
to Detect and Respond

No changes to mail routing or MX
records, 5 minute deployment and
out-of-the-box default policies give
you the efficiency you require.

Continuous engagement helps train
end users at the moment a potential
phish enters their inbox.

Leverage the patented algorithm for
detection of homoglyph attacks and
use the most advanced relationship
analytics-based BEC detection to
reduce your response time.

Reshaping Cloud Email Security to Address Today’s Risks
Email security has relied too heavily on a threat prevention strategy – resulting in slow remediation, continued employee phish
engagement, and a game of quarantine catch and release. With GreatHorn, you’ll get protection throughout the email security
lifecycle – by identifying and removing more threats, warning users in real-time of potential risks, and quickly remediating attacks from
employee mailboxes.

The World’s #1 Email Security Solution
If your organization made the shift to cloud email platforms G-Suite and o365, your attackers have shifted their strategy to include zeroday attacks and increasingly complex social engineering tactics. GreatHorn empowers organizations to take a multi-layered approach
to email security to more effectively respond to risk across each stage of the entire email lifecycle.

Reduce risk of email-borne attacks with Advanced Anomaly Detection
GreatHorn adapts to your organization with out-of-the-box spoofing detection and a model for anomaly detection that evaluates
relationships, communication patterns, and technical fingerprints that are unique to each sender and recipient organization.
With a threat detection engine that automatically adapts to the idiosyncrasies of your organization, effectively creating a customized
platform with minimal resources, you receive the most advanced cloud email solution to reduce your risk of email-borne attacks.

Empower Users to Make Better Decisions with
In-the-Moment Risk Mitigation
User engagement capabilities provide context and nuance that are critical to support your risk
migration strategy. With tailored, customized banners based on policy, in addition to stoplight
visuals within Mailbox Intelligence, your end users are better able to determine if there’s a threat.

Reduce Your Exposure with
Integrated Incident Response & Reporting
From automated removal to two-click bulk remediation, GreatHorn’s integrated incident response
capabilities are designed to speed response time, reducing exposure and simplifying the response
process.

Improve Your Risk Profile with
Fact-based Analytics to Reduce MTTD and MTTR
Improve your risk profile by reducing your mean time to detect and respond to threats that bypass
the perimeter by taking a fact-based approach to email security. GreatHorn measures risk across
the entire email envelope, including relationship analytics, to automate granular policy-based
actions. By offering dynamic, patented algorithms that analyze relationship, reputation,
authentication analysis, and layering in-the-moment context to educate users at the moment a
potential threat reaches them, your organization can detect and remediate threats faster.

Get the Facts Sooner with a Free Trial. Learn more at www.greathorn.com
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